Question-Baraldi Range Exhaust
Baraldi Range Exhaust-Lights not working in hood over stove.
While camping this past weekend both lights quit working over the stove? I find it kind a of hard to believe both light bulbs burnt out at the
same time. I check all of the fuses in the fuse panel, any ideas?
There is a separate inline fuse in the fan assembly that protects Both the lights and the fan, you might want to look at that before you get
to the more complicated diagnostics

Locating the Fuse
Both the lights and fan are controlled by one inline fuse.
To locate the fuse you will need to remove the metal filter on the bottom of range exhaust.

Remove filter

View under range exhaust with filter removed

Locating The Fuse
• The fuse can be accessed under the grease screen. It's in that little black box at the back right corner of the
compartment.
•

It's behind the small round screw in black cover.

•

It will take a 5amp. Fuse---The early fans came with a 3amp. Fuse –Biraldi indicated that with both lights on
and starting fan ,it could cause the 3 amp fuse to blow.

Changing Range Exhaust Light
To access the light bulb you will have to remove the
trim ring and glass cover.
Using a small blade screw driver, Insert tip of screw
driver in one of the three slots and pry down on the ring.
(Be careful not to drop the glass lenses).
Once the trim ring and lenses have been removed you can
now replace the bulb and reinstall the cover.
Now would also be a good time to consider upgrading to a LED
Bulb,they use less energy and produce very little heat.

LED replacement -----10W Halogen Bulb
15751w-09
511297-100

Cleaning Range Exhaust Screen

Now that you are working on your range exhaust, have you cleaned the filter lately?
If you do a lot of cooking grease can build up on your filter resulting in unwanted odors in your trailer or
attract insects.

One way to clean your filter is by using a good degreaser such as (the biodegradable,non-toxic)Simple Green solution.
Get something similar to a baking pan/cookie sheet with an edge around and place filter in pan and
apply the degreaser to both sides and let set for 1-2 minutes and rinse with water.
You will also want to remove any remaining grease on the frame housing.

Fan Information

Exhaust Fan Parts List

